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Purpose: Pencil beam scanning (PBS) for moving targets is known to be impacted by interplay
effects. Four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT)-based motion evaluation is crucial for
understanding interplay and developing mitigation strategies. Availability of high-quality 4DCTs with
variable breathing traces is limited. Purpose of this work is the development of a framework for inter-
play analysis using 4D-XCAT phantoms in conjunction with time-resolved irradiation patterns in a
commercial treatment planning system (TPS). Four-dimensional dynamically accumulated dose dis-
tributions (4DDDs) are simulated in an in-silico study for a PBS liver treatment.
Methods: An XCAT phantom with 50 phases, varying linearly in amplitude each by 1 mm, was
combined with the RayStation TPS (7.99.10). Deformable registration was used with time-resolved
dose calculation, mapping XCAT phases to motion signals. To illustrate the applicability of the
method a two-field liver irradiation plan was used. A variety sin4 type motion signals, varying in
amplitude (1–20 mm), period (1.6–5.2 s) and phase (0–2π) were applied. Either single variable varia-
tions or random combinations were selected. The interplay effect within a clinical target (5 cm diam-
eter) was characterized in terms of homogeneity index (HI5), with and without five paintings. In total
2092 scenarios were analyzed within RayStation.
Results: A framework is presented for interplay research, allowing for flexibility in determining
motion management techniques, increasing reproducibility, and enabling comparisons of different
methods. A case study showed the interplay effect was correlated with amplitude and strongly
affected by the starting phase, leading to large variance. The average of all scenarios (single fraction)
resulted in HI5 of 0.31 (�0.11), while introduction of five times layered repainting reduced this to
0.11(�0.03).
Conclusion: The developed framework, which uses the XCAT phantom and RayStation, allows
detailed analysis of motion in context of PBS with comparable results to clinical cases. Flexibility in
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defining motion patterns for detailed anatomies in combination with time-resolved dose calculation,
facilitates investigation of optimal treatment and motion mitigation strategies. © 2021 The Authors.
Medical Physics published by Wiley Periodicals LLC on behalf of American Association of Physicists
in Medicine. [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.14709]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pencil beam scanning (PBS) proton therapy (PT), especially
when applied as intensity-modulated PT, is becoming widely
available as it allows for highest conformity to the target
while sparing organs-at-risk. However, implementing proton
PBS for targets affected by respiratory motion remains chal-
lenging.1 The well-known interplay effect,2,3 caused by the
interplay between target and beam motion, is one of the main
reasons why — at least without further mitigation strategies
— PBS has to be applied with caution for targets that
undergo motion during irradiation. In order to understand,
evaluate, and possibly mitigate the impact on planned dose
distributions by the interplay effect and other uncertainties of
moving targets, the use of four-dimensional computed tomog-
raphy (4DCT) is crucial. However, the availability of 4DCTs
with high quality for a large patient cohort and with variable
respiratory motion for research on the interplay effect is cur-
rently somewhat limited.

Four-dimensional computed tomography image sets are
the basis for the calculation of four-dimensional dynamically
accumulated dose distributions (4DDDs). In the 4DDD
details on the time dependence of the delivery are considered
together with changes in anatomy due to respiratory motion.
Apart from experimental analysis as, for example, by Lee
et al.,3 at time of writing 4DDD is only available in research
versions of treatment planning systems (TPS).4–6 One of the
most elaborate approaches to investigate the interplay effect
was introduced by the PSI group. Boye et al.7 used the con-
cept of 4DCT(MRI) in which motion vectors from 4D mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) are warped to a single phase
CT dataset. With a large library of anatomies extracted from
4D MRI, various potential motions could be evaluated on
generated 4DCTs.

A flexible, but realistic computer model of the human
body for multimodality imaging research, denoted the XCAT
phantom, was developed by Segars et al.8 It was proposed by
Lomax9 to use such phantoms for the investigation of motion
effects in PBS. The XCAT phantom is available in various
sizes/ages even including pediatrics.10 Koybasi et al.11 used a
modified XCAT phantom to investigate the impact of regular/
irregular breathing on under-dosage in internal target volume
(ITV)-based proton treatment planning. To the authors’
knowledge, the XCAT phantom has, however, not yet been
employed for the analysis of interplay effects in PBS. The
advantage of the XCAT phantom is that it is free of any imag-
ing artifact that may occur in a 4DCT.12,13 Furthermore, it
allows for unambiguous contouring of organs and is flexible

in defining its size. Thus, the XCAT phantom can serve as a
self-consistent testing ground for interplay research, which
has been evaluated in the frame of the current study.

The XCAT phantom was implemented in a framework
with a research version of the RayStation TPS (version
7.99.10) to enable 4DDD calculations for user-defined respi-
ratory motion curves. This approach allows for detailed stud-
ies of the interplay effect, its dependence on different
properties of respiratory motion and mitigation. The overall
capabilities of the framework are demonstrated by the investi-
gation of a liver target irradiated with PBS.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1 provides an overview of the overall workflow
which allows the use of an arbitrary motion trace to calculate
the 4DDD in the TPS RayStation. Details are given in the
subsequent sections.

2.A. The XCAT phantom and definition of breathing
curves

The XCAT phantom is based on 4D-tagged MRI and
high-resolution respiratory-gated 4DCT patient data to estab-
lish accurate models for cardiac and respiratory motion,
respectively. Organ volumes were obtained from International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) publication
89,14 a wide range of body measurements was taken from the
Visible Human anatomies library of the National Library of
Medicine.15 Three-dimensional polygonal surfaces were cre-
ated from the anatomical structures and used as input for gen-
erating nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS) surface
structures for abdominal organs. The XCAT software enables
to create a phantom database of a large range of ages (from
newborn to adults), body sizes, body mass indexes (including
very slim and very obese models), and breathing motion
parameters for both genders.10,16

The generation of the XCAT phantoms allows for a
defined breathing motion curve,17,18 however, it was deemed
more flexible to leave the actual definition of the motion
curve to the TPS. Hence, phases were exported from the
XCAT configuration tool for a single linearly increasing
motion amplitude, defined as the diaphragm deflection in
cranio-caudal direction. Fifty phases with 1 mm spacing were
created from maximum exhale to inhale, that is, a total ampli-
tude of 5 cm. The library with the 50 phases is stored within
RayStation as a so called examination group, which is stan-
dard container for 4DCTs. Note, the 50 phases and total
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amplitude of 5 cm were chosen to show the flexibility and
resolution that can be achieved. A more tailored set to a
specific investigation can be selected.

Two different versions of the phantom were generated.
One contained realistic Hounsfield units (HU), while a sec-
ond set served to label each organ with a unique intensity
(see next section).

An individual motion trace as a function of time (Fig. 1)
considered a relative movement of the diaphragm around the
reference phase #26. The latter thus defined the mid position
of the available �2.5 cm range.

2.B. Handling of the XCAT phantom in the
treatment planning system RayStation

The 50 CTs were imported into the TPS RayStation as a
4DCT group. RayStation’s Python-scripting interface was
used to spatially register both phantom versions (see section
above), define the contour of each organ by thresholding the
unique intensity number and copying the contour to the ver-
sion containing the realistic HU values.

The RayStation deformable image registration algorithm
ANACONDA19 was employed to internally construct the
deformation vector fields from the reference phase to all other
phases. Apart from the HU values, the organs in the direct
vicinity (ribs, lung, liver, heart) of the diaphragm additionally
served as “controlling regions of interest.” The quality of the
deformation was evaluated by computing the dice similarity
coefficient for all phases. The original deformation fields of
the XCAT phantom generation tool were not used with the
chosen approach, which aimed at reflecting the clinical situa-
tion. Note that the deformation vector field could in principle
be loaded to RayStation via a dedicated research interface.

2.C. 4DDD calculation in RayStation

The overall workflow is depicted in Fig. 1. The user starts
with a plan created on one reference phase of the XCAT
phantom. This plan can be created with any strategy that is
offered in the TPS, for example, robustly optimized. A
repainting scheme at field delivery can be accounted for by
altering the original spot map to copy and reshuffle single
spot locations and energy layers, respectively. This is
achieved by accessing the internal spot-map representation
via the RayStation scripting interface.20 In this way volumet-
ric or layered repainting can be considered.4

The actual interplay calculation is initialized from the
RayStation application by calling a Python script
CreateInterplayScenarioGroup(..). The script
defines the examination group, that is, the phase library, the
delivery time parameters, a reference to breathing signal files
and a phase to amplitude mapping, which will be explained
in the following. A prerequisite for running the 4DDD is the
existing deformable registration (see Section 2.B).

The temporal sequence of simulating pencil beams (or
spots) considers the proton machine specific delivery behav-
ior. The delivery time can be based on an empirical model,
treatment log-files and a direct link to the IBA SCANALGO,
which calculates the delivery sequence.21 In the example cal-
culations of the present work the time model of an IBA Pro-
teusPlus system was employed which has been established
and validated by Pfeiler et al.5 This model considers the
energy layer switching, dose rates and scan speeds.

The relation between a defined amplitude and the
corresponding phase of the library is setup by means of a
single look-up table in ASCII format (PhaseToAmpli
tudeMapFile). One or more breathing signals

FIG. 1. Schematic overview of a 4DDD framework with the XCAT phantom in RayStation. Starting point is a plan in RayStation, calculated on a reference phase
of the XCAT phantom. The interplay script calculates the 4DDD, based on the user supplied breathing input, phase-to-amplitude relation, parameters of the
beam-time model and existing a deformable registration between all phases and the reference phase. The 4DDD is kept in RayStation as a separate dose scenario
and can be analyzed subsequently. The import of the externally generated XCAT phases to build the phase library occurs only once. For details see Section 2.C.
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(BreathingSignalFiles) in terms of amplitude vs
time are defined within the main script as lists in ASCII format.
With this implementation a phase can repeatedly be used,
allowing for a flexible definition of motion curves, once the
library and deformable registration (see Sections 2.A and 2.B)
are established. Note, the amplitude in this implementation is
basically just the link between the breathing signal and the
phase, that is, it does not necessarily need to be the amplitude
of the diaphragm used in this work.

After the individual pencil beam spots are assigned to the
different phases, the dose per phase is calculated and afterwards
mapped to the reference phase, taking the deformable image
registration information into account. In a final step all phases
are summed up, yielding the 4DDD, which is represented
within RayStation as DiscreteFractionDoseSce-
nario. Those scenarios are accessible from the evaluation
module within RayStation, allowing an inspection of the result-
ing dose distribution. The script can be executed within a loop,
thus calculating a large number of scenarios each defined by
single breathing signal file in one common directory. The
DiscreteFractionDoseScenario is accessible
from within the RayStation scripting interface and thus quanti-
tative metrics can easily be calculated for a large set of scenar-
ios. A Python script was developed that, after the 4DDD
calculation is finished, loops through all scenarios to calculate
metrics as defined in Section 2.D.

The dose calculation in the 4DDD framework itself can be
based on the RayStation Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm or the
pencil beam algorithm (PBA). In this study the PBA was
selected since the total number of scenarios was more than
2000. Even though the MC engine in RayStation is optimized
for speed and accuracy for radiotherapy purposes, the total
calculation time was too high with the available hardware.
The main limitations of the PBA concern air cavities and
sharp density gradients in the beam path. Neither was appli-
cable for the investigated case, and therefore the reduction in
accuracy was not considered significant.22

The interplay evaluations were considered as discrete sce-
narios within RayStation and quantitatively analyzed in terms
of DVH metrics (see below).

2.D. Example case – liver target

To demonstrate the potential of the outlined framework, a
liver treatment plan with a prescription dose of 4.2 GyRBE
per fraction was analyzed. No averaging over treatment frac-
tions was considered. A spherical clinical target volume
(CTV) with 5 cm diameter was contoured in RayStation
using the standard tools, positioned in the middle of the liver
on the reference phase. An internal target volume was con-
structed by considering the phases 20–32, that is, a 12 mm
motion range around the reference phase, leading to an ITV
entirely within the liver. The ITV was created using the built-
in RayStation tools for contour propagation, that is, deforma-
tion to selected phases and creating the encompassing union.
A two-field single-field uniform dose (SFUD) plan was
optimized with field-specific planning target volumes (PTV),

accounting for 3.5% density uncertainty plus 2 mm range
uncertainty, as well as 5 mm lateral margins.

A sin4 type of motion following

d tð Þ¼ Aref �A
2

� �
þA � sin4 1

T
t�θð Þ

� �
(1)

was employed to investigate the impact of the interplay effect
on the treatment. In the above equation, d(t) is the diaphragm
deflection [mm] as a function of time t [s], Aref is the deflec-
tion of the reference phase [mm] (see Section 2.A), A the
modeled amplitude [mm], T is the period [s], and θ is the
phase offset [rad]. Values for the amplitude of diaphragm
motion and the period of one breathing cycle were modeled
to be normally distributed with A ~ N (12, 1.8) and T ~ N
(3.4, 0.17).23,24 The start phase was uniformly distributed
with ~θU (0,2π). All distributions were taken as uncorre-
lated, yielding a total of 1000 breathing motion curves. Addi-
tionally, three sets of calculations were performed with a
single variable change only: the amplitude was changed
between 1 and 20 mm in 1 mm steps (N = 20), while period
and phase were kept constant at 3.4 s and 0 rad, respectively.
Second, the period was varied between 1.6 and 5.2 s in steps
of 0.3 s, with a constant amplitude of 12 mm and phase of
0 rad (N = 13). Lastly, the phase was altered between 0 and
2π rad in steps of 0.3 rad, with a constant amplitude of
12 mm and a period of 3.4 s (N = 13). Note that the same
motion curve was always applied to both fields. The single
breathing single files (see Section 2.C) were created in
MATLAB R2019b.

The interplay effect was characterized in terms of the com-
mon homogeneity index HI5 for the CTV, defined as

HI5¼D5%�D95%

Dpresc
(2)

with and without five times layered repainting, with Dx as
highest dose delivered to x% of the CTV volume and pre-
scribed dose Dpresc.

3. RESULTS

The complete workflow allowed an efficient calculation of
the 2092 interplay scenarios and analysis in the TPS RaySta-
tion. The computation of each scenario for the investigated
treatment plan and the available 50 phases took between 12
and 15 min on the clinical hardware installation and a group
of ~250 scenarios was executed as a single batch.

For the investigated liver case, controlling the registration
with the liver, heart, lung, and ribs structures led to the best
results. The dice similarity coefficient for the 49 XCAT
phases calculated for the liver contour was 0.980 on average,
with a minimum/maximum of 0.934 and 0.992, respectively.
Other strategies in the deformable registration process, for
example, only using the contoured structures of the XCAT
phantom led to lower similarity values.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the displacement
of the diaphragm in cranio-caudal direction and the chest wall
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of the XCAT phantom in anterior–posterior direction. The
latter was determined as the average displacement vector for
three points of interest on the phantom’s chest wall, assessed
by the deformable image registration. Within the span of
investigated amplitudes between phases #36 and #16 a con-
tinuous, nearly linear relationship exists, also underlying the
reasonable deformation vector field.

Figure 3 summarizes the homogeneity index HI5 for the
CTV of the liver tumor test case. The results are given as a
function of amplitude [Fig. 3(a)], period [Fig. 3(b)], and
phase [Fig. 3(c)], either extracted from the complete set of
randomly sampled breathing motion curves or based on
changing the single variable only.

In total, more than 2000 data points were generated for the
plans with and without repainting combined. The possibility
to investigate so many cases allows for statistically significant
conclusions to be drawn. Conversely, the set of results for sig-
nals with only a single variable shows the possibility to inves-
tigate specific elements of the overall problem of breathing in
radiotherapy, even for ranges that are rare or unlikely in clini-
cal practice, and thus difficult to find in patient databases.

With the possibility for evaluating a large number of sce-
narios, it is not only possible to carry out statistical analysis.
The detection of general patterns also becomes more straight-
forward. A clear example can be seen in Fig. 3(c), which
shows two clear peaks in the cloud of randomized results
without repainting when considering only the starting phase
offset. A possible explanation is that the most heavily
weighted layers tend to be irradiated first and thus a major
fraction of the overall dose may occur anatomy during the
time interval of large anatomical changes. The effect is
greatly suppressed for the repainting results. A next step
would then be an investigation where gating is applied.

FIG. 2. Correlation between XCAT phantom chest wall and the amplitude
that defines the XCAT phases. Such correlations enable conversion of exter-
nal marker signals to tumor amplitude, allowing more flexibility when choos-
ing the type of input signal and enabling comparison of results from work
with different types of input signals.

FIG. 3. Calculated homogeneity index (HI5) for the investigated breathing
motion curves, with and without repainting, as a function of amplitude (a),
period (b), and starting phase (c). The scenarios were either based on random
sampling (circles) or single variable change only (squares). Note that the vari-
able ranges of the randomized signals were based on Refs. [23,24], while the
single variable analysis was done for an enlarged range, showing the flexibil-
ity of the framework.
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4. DISCUSSION

The framework was used to efficiently calculate and evalu-
ate 4DDD in the XCAT phantom with a spherical liver tumor.

The calculations show the expected results in terms of
magnitude of the interplay effect. Although the investigated
case is only limited to one plan and one target, the results can
be compared with evaluation of clinical cases. In Pfeiler
et al.25 various liver targets with variable motion amplitudes
were investigated. The 4DDD was calculated based on a clin-
ical 4DCT and averaged over 60 different starting phases and
layer-switching times. The HI5 for a tumor of comparable
size and an amplitude of 5 mm was approximately 0.1 with-
out the application of repainting. This fits in general to the
trend in Fig. 3(a). Siregar et al.22 used the same dataset and
investigated the impact of repainting. Layered repainting (five
times) led to a slight improvement of HI5 to 0.05, also agree-
ing in general with the findings here. Nevertheless, a more
direct comparison with real patient CTs directly matching the
anatomy of the XCAT phantom and the target in the liver
could be performed, which is left for further studies.

The strong impact of phase was already demonstrated by
Bert et al.26 This effect will strongly depend on the delivery
characteristics of the proton accelerator, plan details and
tumor size. The dosimetric implications of varying all of
those parameters can systematically be investigated with the
developed framework. Furthermore, other clinical parameters
of interest could be extracted from the resulting 4DDD, such
as V95, V107, Dmax, and Dmin.

It needs to be emphasized, that the input curves used here
followed a simplistic sin4 type, although the framework itself
works with an arbitrary shape of input signal. It is left for fur-
ther studies to systematically analyze the impact of breathing
irregularities.

As expected, repainting does not completely remove the
interplay effect.27 However, the variability in the results is
significantly reduced. As the example only considered a sin-
gle fraction, the fractionation effect of a typical treatment
scheme will further reduce the dose deterioration by the inter-
play effect. The radiobiological consequences of inhomoge-
neous dose distribution in a single fraction is, however, not
clear. One can expect that the fractionation will certainly be
more effective if the variation of the results is kept small, that
is, by applying layered repainting. The most appropriate way
to tracking the impact of motion throughout the treatment
course could be the approach of Meijers et al.6 The corre-
sponding investigation with different breathing curves per
treatment fraction is in principle possible with the developed
framework.

The developed methodology strongly depends on the
accuracy of the XCAT phantom and the DIR within RaySta-
tion. It was recently discussed by Eiben et al.28 that the
XCAT phantom may produce inconsistent and noninvertible
deformations. The tumor model in the present study was
delineated within RayStation and then deformed, that is, rely-
ing on the invertible deformation of the ANACONDA algo-
rithm.19 It is also possible to create simple tumors suing the

XCAT software, so that they are deformed as the phantom
phases are rendered. Furthermore, the tumor was a simple
sphere within the liver where no density changes or organ
sliding occurs. Hence, the limitations described were consid-
ered not relevant in this study, but the proposed postprocess-
ing by Eiben et al.28 could generally be incorporated in the
overall workflow. Furthermore, a lung mass conservation as
developed by Williams et al.29 was not considered in the used
version of the XCAT phantom here. This extension may be of
importance when exploring PBS lung treatments.

It should be noted that it is possible to pass a breathing
curve as input to the XCAT phantom directly, yielding a
4DCT set that corresponds to the selected anatomy for the
given breathing pattern. Varying period or starting phase is
possible with this method, but any other changes, or combi-
nations of variations, would require manual reshuffling.
Creating the 4DCT sets for many breathing patterns is inten-
sive both in time and in computational requirements. The
same variation can be achieved using the approach described
here, provided that the signal and XCAT are generated with
sufficiently high resolution, at a fraction of the cost. However,
using one phantom to investigate different amplitudes by
selecting subsets of phases can impact the anatomical accu-
racy of specific breathing patterns. In this work, 50 phases
were generated, and subsets used to show the flexibility and
resolution that can be achieved, but such high resolution
would only be necessary for special cases. When searching
for more generally applicable clinical conclusions, it would
be better to tailor the phantom to the breathing signals under
consideration. Similarly, the difference between inhalation
and exhalation — specifically a possible hysteresis — was
not considered in this study. In principle, however, this can be
modeled using the XCAT phantom.

The use of 50 phases has a direct impact on the calculation
speed. If for instance only 10 ten are employed the total cal-
culation time is reduced to only ~2 min per scenario.
Although the underlying dose calculation itself is only
depending on the total number of spots, the overall calcula-
tion is affected by the number of phases. This is caused by
the required internal spot redistribution and the number of
deformations at the end of the calculation (see Fig. 1). Hence,
a more tailored set of phases may also be appropriate if com-
putation times compromise the scope of an in-silico study.

A natural progression from the current work would be the
incorporation of patient breathing data, such as gathered in
Ref. [30]. This was not done in this work to allow for more
control over the variation of parameters but limits its clinical
applicability. Furthermore, care should be taken to make sure
that the phantom is similar to the anatomy of the patient of
whom breathing data are used. However, the choice of breath-
ing signal is important in this case. The XCAT phantom uses
diaphragm position to calculate its deformations, but many
systems for breathing monitoring use a surrogate signal, such
as chest wall deflection. Although the correlation of the (ex-
ternal) surrogate and tumor/diaphragm motion may vary from
patient to patient and even fraction to fraction,31 the XCAT
phantom allows a convenient way to analyze, for example,
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the impact of location of an external surrogate for an average
patient.

The investigated case considered a single size/age phan-
tom only. The investigation for different anatomies, for exam-
ple, pediatric patients is left for future research. Given the
flexibility of the described framework, this is considered
straight forward. It should be stressed that the established
XCAT models are specific of a class of cases but not patient
specific.

5. CONCLUSION

A flexible framework for research on motion in proton
therapy within the RayStation TPS was developed. The appli-
cation to an example case of a liver tumor shows the expected
dependence of the interplay effect on motion parameters. The
XCAT phantom allows for the definition of arbitrary motion
patterns and can be considered a realistic representation of
the human body under motion. Given the flexibility of the
methodology, this will help to further investigate of planning
strategies to reduce the impact of motion in proton therapy
are feasible. If other researchers in the community will also
use a common dataset such as the XCAT phantom, results
can be made more comparable.
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